Dodge ram shock

As the title suggests, the front shocks are specially designed to balance your suspension, a
feature that is only complimented by the ability to adjust each shock to any of the nine available
tuning positions. This market-leading technology really does speak for itself, giving you all the
benefits that come from being able to finely tune your suspension and shocks to meet your
exact requirements. In short, these shocks are going to make your Dodge drive better than it
ever has before! Looking for a complete shock absorber kit for your 4WD Dodge Ram that
comes with everything you need to make your critical changes and a complete suspension
upgrade for your vehicle? If so, feast your eyes on this all-in-one shock kit that comes at an
incredibly affordable price. These front shocks can be adjusted between 0 and 2. This
professional kit has been designed to be as effortless as possible to install since all you have to
do is bolt them into position directly. Firstly, the absorbers contain all-weather fluid that has
been expertly crafted and chosen to reduce the friction that your absorbers face. This
guarantees a smooth rod reaction with results in a comfortable and reliable driving experience.
Finally, these shocks also provide the much-needed benefit of a Fluon banded piston. This is
where the Fluon band consistently seals all around the area between the piston itself and the
pressure tubes. In all, this helps you control your vehicle with much more accuracy and also
helps to expand the overall lifespan of your shocks. Capable of safely holding up to 1,lbs in
extra weight in your Dodge Ram, these shocks are ideal for your vehicle, any light truck or
low-riding trailer that you might have, all for a truly competitive price tag. This makes it ideal for
owners of older versions, especially as they start to turn into classic cars and trucks. This is
ideal for restoration projects, or simply to dramatically expand the lifespan of your vehicle
without to fork out hundreds of dollars on an expensive repair. Additionally, this kit comes in at
the lower end of the price bracket, making it ideal for professional and casual drivers,
regardless of whether you work in a garage or simply making your repairs at home. Menu About
Contact Privacy Policy. This comment form is under antispam protection. Notify of. Having got
the heavy-duty, capacious to lift loads and an incredibly safe pickup truck, you may feel
completely easy about your family members and passengers. Meanwhile, the best shocks for
Dodge Ram diesel are necessary to install when the old, factory ones are worn out, corroded,
unable to ensure the perfect performance and smooth rides. Thus, let me highlight some
excellent products by the leading world brands , adjustable, long-lasting, fast to replace. I want
to suggest offer you some ideas and pieces of useful advice about Dodge Ram shocks
replacement. I hope this review helps you to select the perfect shocks for Dodge Ram,
according to your needs and tastes. See our selection of the best product! All necessary
washers bushings and nuts included. Factory shock mounting bolts are reused for installation.
View on Amazon Table of Contents. Image Model 1. Monroe Type - gas Weight, lbs - 6. The
shocks are smooth, looking great and having the increased rust-proof, fade-resistance abilities,
extra performance and operation. The series shocks are intended to SUVs and lifted trucks.
They perfectly suit the large-wheeled vehicles, like Dodge Ram, being adjusted to all-season
rides on mountain trails, fitted to motorsports, sporty driving. These heavy-duty accessories are
able to lift even loaded cargo areas, ensuring super damping on off-road trails, efficient, cool
and long-life operation, even when the temperature rises. Due to the digressive valve and
king-size dividing piston, it brings the excessive heat out faster and better than the other brand
Dodge Ram shocks. The oil easily expands, avoiding aeration, loss of viscosity. The heavy duty
shocks for Dodge Ram include 4 items within the leveling kit. It adds up to 2. The essential
hardware is certainly included, making the mounting as easy as ABC. But you can reuse the
factory bolts if they are still ok. Street and unloaded riding is also quite comfortable and easy,
providing consistency , improving the Dodge Ram response and hauling. The set includes 4
Dodge Ram shocks : 2 front. They stand out by twin-tube design, hydraulic nature, ensuring a
quiet, soft ride. Therefore, consider them the best shocks for a smooth ride. Their dampening
abilities are perfect, due to the powerful, 9-stage valve. The shocks work well with the
suspension system, providing reliable ride control. The long arm design is beneficial, providing
top ride and travel quality. The pistons are made of chrome, hardened and heavy-duty. They are
2-inch in diameter, ensuring increased fluid capacity. The shock fade is reduced due to closed
cell construction. They fit and Dodge Ram 4WD long-arm modifications production year. Just
study the Dodge Ram front suspension diagram. The installation commonly takes from 10
minutes to 1 hour. Urethane bushings, metal washings, and nuts are available. However, you
are to buy the boots optionally, and the white paint or finish quality is not the best, making the
surface a bit vulnerable. Generally, I think, there are the best shocks for lifted trucks, preferable
to have soft, quiet rides. Experiencing aggressive or harsh driving conditions, select this
top-quality set from Monroe Company. It is intended to increase the vehicle handling and
stability , carrying capacity, improve control , enabling great high-speed highway riding,
smoothening humps and turnings. The shocks for Dodge Ram offer you a significant upgrade

over the OEM, factory accessories that may be mono or twin-tube initially. I guess, they are the
best shocks and struts for trucks. The shock absorbers are initially designed to fit heavy-duty
Dodge Ram models, produced from to The surface is grey, painted, fade-resistant, looking
pretty stylish. The set includes 4 items: both front and rear ones. You will certainly find the
hardware inside the parcel. However, buy the shock boots and bolts additionally or use the
existing, OEM ones. The product, coming from one of the best American brands, KYB, is
definitely durable and reliable. Because of the affordable price, I can call them the best truck
shocks for the money. However, they are a bit stiff during the mounting and driving. It certainly
fits its extremely large wheels, supporting any huge load, tolerating even the harshest towing
conditions. These shocks for Dodge Ram are initially intended to country trips, riding on the
mountain trails, offering the optimal performance anywhere. Their unique peculiarity is the
9-level adjusting system that lets you adapt to the environment easily and immediately. Just
turn the small red dial and select the necessary mode number. The tuning technology is easy
and intuitive due to one-touch presets. Thus, you can choose any ride quality from the softest
to the firmest , the damping position you need, par example, highway or off-road. The loops are
double welded, increasing durability and strength. The 18 mm long chrome, graphite filled
piston rod is king-size, heavy-duty, standing out from the similar items by incredible structural
conformity. Additionally, the air-to-oil mixture is minimized, making the fluid operating cool and
efficiently. The self-lubricating seal and red rubber boots are available, protecting the shocks
from debris and dirt. The mounting is quite straightforward, taking about an hour. Nuts,
polyurethane bushings, washers are beneficially included. As usual, OEM mounting bolts may
be reused. The shocks fit dodge ram 4wd vehicles, Power Wagon modifications, produced from
to Belonging to the same RSXL series as the previous set, the shock absorber definitely has all
the brand benefits and features. The 2. The shock is nitrogen gas filled, meeting even the
roughest off-road driving conditions. I recommend purchasing at least 2 rear shock absorbers ,
making them operate as a set. Meanwhile, the mounting is intuitive; the hardware is enclosed.
The shock is only one in the package, front, fitting 2W, and Ram modifications basically, the
vehicles produced in The accessory is mono-tube, gas-charged , fade-free, ensuring enhanced
safety and lane stability. The accessories are tuned for heavy-load vehicles and thoroughly
tested by Bilstein professionals on the road, showing the perfect driving characteristics in
multifarious situations. The shocks for Dodge Ram suit off-road use, providing comfortable
rides in any traveling conditions, confident steering and consistency, better traction in
comparison with the available alternatives. They stand out by the bright yellow finish, blue
boots, exclusive design. They are incredibly long-life, velocity sensitive. Thanks to the
digressive piston, velocity loss and aeration are prevented. It makes me think about the alloy
composition. No issues with the mounting, nevertheless. A jack stand would be useful, as
usual; tighten the bolts down firmly. Rubber bushings, steel washers , nuts are available, but
the assembly instructions are not. Thus, I recommend the stocks for Dodge Ram, but only in
pairs. Buy 2 or 4 shocks to replace your old ones. Considering the best shocks for Dodge Ram
diesel, you replace the old ones that are worn out, rusty. Additionally, increasing performance,
control and comfortability of the suspension system is essential when you are taking a long trip
or going to participate in a truck race. Meanwhile, consider your driving needs and
requirements. It matters if you ride on highway or off-road, prefer soft or tight handling, change
the driving environment often. Gas-filled shocks mono-tube are cooler in operation, eliminating
fade, minimizing oil aeration. But, due to high pressure, they may be hard in control. Hydraulic,
twin-tube accessories enable a smoother, more comfortable ride. Due to the valves, the
pressure is lower, stresses are avoided, the seals are longer-lasting. Potentially, you can
change only one accessory if the second one is not worn. However, only the same accessories
are acceptable. Additionally, the new one will get a higher load, and it shortens its life. I would
advise replacing the hardware nuts, washers, grommets, seals, bushings simultaneously, to
avoid any issues or imperfections afterward. First of all, prepare the necessary materials and
tools, such as wrenches, sockets, ratchets, pliers. A leveling jack could be also useful. On my
opinion, the best shocks for Dodge Ram diesel is Bilstein series as it enables great
maneuverability and response. Twin-tube accessories by Fabtech are preferable in terms of
quiet, smooth ride. Additionally, to replace only rear or only front shock absorbers, buy the
Rancho or Bilstein B6 individual items. Hello, guys. Which parts and accessories are essential?
Do you need a tonneau cover or subwoofers for your vehicle? I recommend you the best ones.
Is the installation challenging? Find some tips from the blog. View all articles by Michael Davis.
Dodge Rams are lovely trucks until you want to find parts for them. It has been a nightmare.
Very happy I found your list here. Do you have anything else on the diesels in terms of part
recommendations? Been having issues with my truck lately. Someone mentioned getting the
shocks replaced. Spotted this review page and found a few solid deals. I e-mailed the list to the

mechanic and asked him which he would recommend for my truck. Just reporting back. I ended
up buying the Rancho shock and it worked perfectly for my truck. Even the mechanic asked
where I got it from. I am going to get one more to have as a backup before they sell out. I wanted
to find some easy to install shocks but the more I look into it, the more I am leaning on just
buying them online, the best I can find, and just paying the labor cost. Even some of these state
they might need professional help in the reviews. I had no idea what I was looking for. This page
has been super helpful for me, big time! My boyfriend wanted to do some updating to his truck
and mentioned getting new shocks. I narrowed my options down to 3 and I will ask my brother
tomorrow which he thinks would be best. Thanks for the help!! I need to replace my shocks. Will
the Bilstein Leveling Kit shocks be a good fit on my truck? But for your peace of mind, it is
better to check directly with the manufacturer. Good luck to you! By FARâ€¦. Supreme comfort
feel and response over the standard Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table of Contents. The shocks
for Dodge Ram by Bilstein mono-tube and gas-pressure, series are durable, innovative by
design, high-performance. They ensure perfect heat dispersion, significant rear lift, improving
the vehicle response and maneuverability. Due to high-velocity valves, they provide enhanced
ride control and performance. But the mounting is a bit stiff, requiring manual power. They are a
massive and heavy duty, suiting camping and traveling. The set includes 2 front and 2 rear
metallic finished items, ensuring enhanced durability, corrosion-resistance and performance.
The RS rear shock from Rancho is king-size, high-performance, adjustable and durable. It suits
long, distant and hard trips, meeting even the severe driving conditions. The shock absorber by
Bilstein is performance and sensitive. By Michael Davis Hello, guys. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Bilstein Type - monotube gas Weight, lbs - 25 Shocks
Number - 4. Check Price Read Our Review. Bilstein Type - monotube Weight, lbs - 5 Shocks
Number - 1 front. Having got a light truck, like a Dodge Ram, you are definitely going to use it
heavily, on sandy, rocky, snowy or wet trails. To make the rides smooth, damp the motion ,
absorbing the bumps. Your cherished vehicle is to be always in good condition, withstanding
quick stops and starts, potholes and bumps, common while traveling off-road. See our selection
of the best product! Front shocks adjustable from Rear accomodate up to 1 of lift. Kit fits Dodge
Ram 4WD Excludes air leveling Lifetime Warranty Easy to install; direct bolt-on; no modification
required. View on Amazon Table of Contents. However, when to replace these vital truck
components? What are the Dodge Ram shock replacement signs and rules? Which brand, type
and model to prefer? Image Product 1. Appreciating the top shocks quality, durability, safety on
the roads, prefer Bilstein brand accessories. The series truck parts are extra high-performance ,
making your rides on various terrains comfortable. The shock absorbers are settable by height,
extremely durable, long-lasting, but still amazingly lightweight. They level your Dodge Ram
perfectly well, adding 2. Due to unique, innovative construction a muscular tube and numerous
grooves of snap rings , the shocks for Dodge Ram hold pressure perfectly well, positioning the
springs at the necessary height. They maintain consistency during the long drives, eliminating
hardness. Damping is quite exact with the kit. Additionally, the shocks ensure better heavy
hauling and maneuvering in comparison with the similar items. Lifetime warranty is a great
durability proof. So, I recommend the item to you as the best pickup truck shocks. They are
quite versatile, fitting year models, but only the 4WD ones. Only the air leveling bags are
excluded. The 2. They are steel, nitrogen-charged to increase strength and the stability of the
ride , coming with strong and thick springs. With this perfect set, the Dodge Ram ground
clearance is increased, leveling its rear with the front. The 3-inch lift kit is completely
ready-to-install, including the essential U-bolts. The installation time is about hours , being quite
easy. Just use some force to recompress the shocks, then check that U-bolts are straight while
tightening. The heavy-duty shocks for Dodge Ram with leveling kit fit perfectly well, but only the
year 2WD modifications. Additionally, the wheel backspacing is to be not less than 4. Oversized
tires like 17ss fit great. Rear-drive pickup trucks like Ram are to withstand any terrain and
weather conditions, enabling really smooth and comfortable rides. Therefore, the load-adjusting
, high-performance kit from Monroe is highlighted as the best shocks for dodge ram Coming
from the leading global brand, they adjust automatically to the actual road conditions and the
truck weight, temperature and relief extremes. The shocks for Dodge Ram are working perfectly
consistent, providing truck stability and ensuring reliable control. They include heavy gauge
springs that are calibrated to ensure superior or extra comfort during both normal and extreme
driving. In this case, the back is inches up, and the ride could be a bit noisy. Due to the special
modifiers as important ingredients, the fluid reduces friction. Efficiency and durability of the
shocks for Dodge Ram have ensured thanks to the innovative valve system that is full displaced
and the piston, coming with a fluon band, which enhances sealing, improving control. The
installation is not difficult, actually. Additionally, you might need to buy and replace some bolts

and nuts. Therefore, it is justifiably listed within the best shock brands for trucks. It consists of
2 front struts with springs and 2 rear shocks that are ready to bolt-on mounting, including the
necessary nuts, bushings, shock boots, a mounting plate, and washers. Factory bolts are
suitable, as usually. The installation takes up to 3 hours when done by beginners, or only 1 hour
or even 30 minutes with experienced drivers and professionals. It is height-adjustable, featuring
9 ride settings, depending on the road surface type like the highway or rocky trails. It means
improved road feel and quality. Additionally, the shocks for Dodge Ram are beneficially
versatile, suiting any driving conditions. It is possible because of the velocity-sensitive valve
that regulates the hydraulic damping force proportionally to the compression, changing the
resistance properties. The front lifting you get is about Meanwhile, large tires or wheels can be
used, enabling the most comfortable and powerful off-road riding. Additionally, your vehicle
looks really great with the kit, due to the Ram rear suspension upgrade, and the tubes are
durable, because of the stylish Liquid Metallic finish. The 4-pcs set fits 4WD Dodge Ram
modifications. It consists of two front struts plus springs , two rear shocks. The tubes and the
coil springs are black, powder coated, micro polished and stylish, securely protected against
moisture, heat and corrosion. The struts are filled with nitrogen; the beneficial, SV3 all-weather
fluid is available, ensuring smooth and comfortable rides. The unit is easy to mount. It fits the
specified modifications perfectly well. The package includes spring isolators, bearing plates, a
bootkit, and the spring seat. The shocks for Dodge Ram are pre-assembled, minimizing the
mounting time. Therefore, I include the kit to this review, highlighting it as the Dodge Ram
shocks best fitting the specified Ram modifications. The shock absorbers belong to the same
outstanding series of the famous American Bilstein Company. However, they are based on gas
pressure, to enable maximum performance and wear-resistance. Application of oil and nitrogen
lets avoiding fading and minimizing bubbling. Mono-tube, gas-filled shocks for Dodge Ram are
preferable than twin-tube ones, as due to the innovative design, heat formation is beneficially
prevented, it dissipates more efficiently. Viscosity loss and oil foaming are eliminated.
Therefore, high-performance, longevity, and durability are achieved. Additionally, the shock
absorbers lightweight, which matters to have a comfortable, stable and well-controlled ride.
They perfectly fit Dodge Ram vehicles , 4WD , meeting their high dampening, off-road demands.
The set consists of two front, aluminum shocks for Dodge Ram , zinc-coated that enables
increased protection. Neoprene bushings, self-locking nuts, and washers are included, making
the installation procedure really fast and easy. Factory bolts can be reused during the
mounting; if your ones are broken, worn down or corroded, purchase the new ones in
beforehand. Installation flexibility is achieved; so, you can select the best-suited installation
position. Actually, the mounting is not difficult: just remove the available, worn shocks and fix
the bought ones instead. Only a wrench is necessary. Generally, I recommend the set to all
drivers as the best all around truck shocks, durable, efficient and advanced. If you are going on
a long, hunting or fishing trip soon, replace all 4 parts. They are to withstand brisk drive on bad
roads. Using a ready kit by Detroit Axle, you save your precious time on installation. Front
assemblies consist of struts and springs. It includes all essential parts, such as:. Front strut
assemblies are ready to mount, requiring no tools. Manufacturers take care of everything. They
have calibrated the springs to support your truck weight. They consist of premium-grade
stainless steel, as well as the rod. Rear shocks come with adjustable seals between the
pressure tubes and pistons. It prevents leaks and protects the valves from dirt and fatigue. So,
all parts of the kit are top-quality, high-performance. It suits heavy-duty, off-road applications.
Detroit Axle provides a year-long warranty on all of them. It manufactures and distributes a wide
range of automotive parts for more than 30 years. Detroit Axle provides first-class products at
competitive prices. Wondering, what are the best shock absorbers for trucks, you may realize
that this question is a bit challenging or even daunting. Otherwise, view here forum , or read
this product review to take an informed decision. Shock absorbers are commonly made of
aluminum or steel. Aluminum parts are better than steel ones as they are lightweight and
adjustable. PSD shocks for Dodge Ram are based on the valve position to improve comfort and
control. Mono-tube shocks are commonly gas-charges and include 2 pistons: dividing and
working ones. They are lightweight and running cooler than twin-tube shocks. Having got a
bolt-on, pre-assembled kit, prepare the essential wrenches, oil, jack stands, and bolts, when
necessary. Proceeding with the replacement:. They are perfectly lightweight and durable, made
of aluminum. To withstand various, fast-changing road conditions, I would also recommend the
kits from Rancho Quicklift or Monroe that is easily adjustable and ready for the bolt-on
installation. Hello, guys. Which parts and accessories are essential? Do you need a tonneau
cover or subwoofers for your vehicle? I recommend you the best ones. Is the installation
challenging? Find some tips from the blog. View all articles by Michael Davis. I am new to
American brand trucks. I moved to the US from Europe and bought my first truck just a few

months ago. Turns out it needed new shocks and I was not sure what to get. My friend is going
to install them but he told me that I had to pick. His one recommendation made this list so I will
probably go with that kit. I just ordered Bilstein Kit based on your review here. I think overall,
out of all of the ones mentioned, that is the best. I looked at the reviews on Amazon as well.
Very glad it was in stock and at a reasonable price too. Very solid reviews my man. I was trying
to find the best shocks for my baby. She recently had a lot of work done and needed new
shocks. The fella at the garage wanted to charge me a hefty fee to order some as well as a
charge for labor. I told him I would find a kit and cut down the cost. Glad I found this page. The
Rough Country H shocks are wonderful if you know what you are doing. I do not recommend
them to someone who tinkers around with trucks for fun. If you have experience working with
shocks, great! If not, buy them and have a mechanic put them on because they can be difficult
to work with. I was having issues with my shocks and it was recommended to get new ones. I
saw some options online and wanted to look into some reviews before I bought anything. This
has been super helpful. I appreciate the unbiased feedback. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table
of Contents. The series shocks for Dodge Ram by Bilstein are top-performance and durable,
covered by lifetime warranty. They enable amazing maneuverability and hauling. Additionally,
the shock absorbers are fast to install, and they perfectly level the Ram vehicle. The suspension
kit from the Rough country is strong and heavy-duty, durable. It can be called the best shocks
for Dodge Ram , intended to bolt-on mounting, including the hardware. Additionally, it ensures
smooth rides on any trails. The shocks for Dodge Ram from Monroe Company are
self-adjusting, fitting all weather and road conditions, durable and heavy-duty. They lift the
Dodge Ram back at some inches
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, making the rides with empty beds a bit noisy, but still comfortable. The kit of top-quality struts
and shocks for Dodge Ram by Rancho Quicklift is award-winning, durable and
high-performance. The DTA shocks for Dodge Ram are top-quality, certified according to the
highest international standards. They are pre-assembled, intuitive and fast to install, ensuring
quiet, smooth rides. The front, monotube, gas-filled shocks for Dodge Ram by Bilstein are
extremely efficient, durable and high-performance. They enable smooth comfortable off-road
rides, loaded or empty, safe and protected from any elements and moisture. It includes all
essential parts and hardware. So, installation is fast and easy. Manufacturers have already
calibrated and pre-assembled all 4 accessories. By Michael Davis Hello, guys. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check Price Read Our Review. Bilstein
Type - monotube gas-filled Package - 2 front Installation time - hours Weight, pounds -

